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COHOMOLOGY OF CRYSTALLINE REPRESENTATIONS

WIESLAWA NIZIOL

1. Introduction. In studying the arithmetic geometry ofa scheme X defined over
a number field K, it is fundamental to consider the Gal(K/K)-module structure of
the 6tale cohomology groups H(X (R) , .) with diverse coefficients. In particular,
it is sometimes unavoidable to consider, say, H(X (R) I, Zip) for a fixed p, as a
global Galois-module (e.g. [ 16]). In this case, although the action of the decomposi-
tion groups Do for v not dividing p is relatively well understood, analyzing the action
of Do for primes v dividing p poses difficult problems, which must be dealt with on
a quite different footing.

Consider the representations of Do’s on p-adic vector spaces: if rip, call them
p-adic; otherwise call them/-adic. The theory of p-adic representations has been
developed extensively in recent years by Fontaine, Messing, Faltings, and many
others. By associating to a p-adic representation a crystal--a certain filtered mod-
ule with a Frobenius, Fontaine [71 has distinguished a full subcategory of p-adic
representations, crystalline representations. They are the p-adic analogue of unram-
ifie /-adic representatons. In fact, the representations arising from the p-adic
6tale cohomology of proper and smooth schemes over K with good reduction at v,
known to be unramified for v not dividing p, were shown ([11 ], [4-1) to be crystalline
for rip. Moreover, in that case, the theory ofp-adic periods (a nice overview ofwhich
the reader can find in [9], [14]) yields that the associated crystals are canonically
isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology of the scheme, endowed with its Hodge
filtration and crystalline Frobenius--the Frobenius coming from the one acting on
the crystalline cohomology of the special fiber of a proper, smooth model of the
scheme over Spec(gOv), where go is the ring of integers of the completion of K at v,
via the canonical isomorphism between de Rham and crystalline cohomology.
There is also a theory treating p-torsion and, most interestingly, certain types of
local systems.

Let now K be a number field, S a set of primes of K containing all primes above
o and p, Gs GaI(Ks/K), where Ks is the maximal extension of K unramified
outside of S, and Rep(Gs) the category of p-adic representatons of Gs: finite-
dimensional Qp-vector spaces endowed with a linear and continuous action of Gs.

Consider the full subcategory Repc,(Gs) of Rep(Gs) consisting of representations
crystalline at p, i.e., such that the action ofa decompositon group Do at v is crystalline
if rip (see [7]). In I-3] the groups of one-term extensions of Qp by representations
from Repc,(Gs) were introduced and studied in an attempt to extract the "geometric"
part of Galois cohomology, and in relation to special values of L-functions.
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In this paper, we define a simple cohomological functor H(Gs, ") from the
category Repcr(Gs) to Qp-vector spaces which have in degree 1 the Bloch-Kato
groups. The construction uses the fact that the theory of Fontaine supplies us with
rings giving "good" resolutions of local crystalline representations. The functor
H(Gs, ") is not the universal extension of Hr(Gs, ") to a cohomological functor
(i.e., it is not isomorphic to the Yoneda-Ext groups), but it is much simpler to study
and hopefully can be used to understand H}(Gs, "). We show that it carries a
product structure giving a natural duality.
We also consider all of the above in the setting of the theory of Fontaine-Laffaille

[10] of integral crystalline representations (i.e., we treat p-torsion). Here K is
absolutely unramified above p and Rep(Gs) is the category of Zp-modules of finite
type endowed with a linear continuous action of Gs. Fix a < 0, b > 0, b a < p 2,
and let Repy,a,b(Gs) c Rep(Gs) be the category of representations T such that, for
every rip, T as a representation of Dv is crystalline, associated to a crystal M with
filtration in the range I-a, b-I.

Then, as above, we define a cohomological functor n,a,b(GS, ") from the category
Repy,a,b(Gs) to Zp-modules having properties analogous to those of H(Gs, "). In
addition, for p > 2 and S equal to the set of primes of K above oo and p, we prove
both that the functor H,-1,o(Gs, ") restricted to representations coming from the
generic fiber of finite fiat group schemes of p-power order over the ring of integers
of K computes fiat cohomology with coefficients in these group schemes and that,
under certain additional restrictions on the range of the filtration, the cup product
defines a perfect duality between Hf,,,,b(Gs, T) and 3-i (Gs, T*(1)), whichf -b-I, -a-1

generalizes global flat duality for T coming from a flat group scheme.
This work is largely based on the suggestions of my advisor Gerd Faltings, to

whom I am very grateful for all the help received. Sections 6 and 8 are answers to
questions of Andrew Wiles. i thank him and Jean-Marc Fontaine for helpful
conversations related to the subject of this paper.
Throughout this paper p will be a fixed prime, and for a field K, K will denote a

fixed algebraic closure of K.

2. Fontaine’s theory of p-adic representations. We will briefly recall prerequi-
sites from the theory of Fontaine. For more details we refer the reader to the six
papers of Fontaine listed in the bibliography, as well as [3-1 and [4].

Let K be a complete valuation field of characteristic 0 with finite residue field k
of characteristic p, 60K its ring of integers, W(k) the ring of Witt vectors with
coefficients in k, and Ko its fraction field. Set GK Gal(K/K) and let r be the
absolute Frobenius on W(k).
The p-adic representations of Gal(K/K) that we are interested in are defined by

means ofcertain rings /B;rs, Bc.is, BdR. Consider the ring R proj lim (9/p60, where
(.0F is the integral closure of (.oK in K and the maps in the projective system are the
pth power maps. Take its ring of Witt vectors W(R). Then B+s is the p-adic
completion of the divided power envelope D(W(R)) of the ideal W(R) in W(R).
Here [(p)] + p[(- 1)], where (p), (- 1) R are reductions mod p of sequences
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of p-roots of p and 1 respectively, and for x e R, I,x] Ix, 0, 0,... ] W(R) is its
Teichmiiller representative. The ring Bi+,s is a topological W(k)-module having the
following properties:

(1) W() is embedded as a subring of Bi+,s and tr extends naturally to a Frobenius
+

(2) Bi+, is equipped with a decreasing separated filtration " /F Bi, such that
+ + +(F B,)c p B, (in fact, {x tq+ t.] +F Bi,, ..-.., I(x) p ni..}, where

+ ["] is the nth divided power of the ideal Bi+,, (compare [4]));is
+(3) Gr acts on Bir, the action is W()-semilinear, continuous, commutes with

and preserves the filtration;
(4) there exists an element e FIBI+ such that (t) pt and Gr acts on via the

Fcydotomic character (t fl((), where fl is the Gr-linear map Zp(1)--, +

(see [4]) and ( is a fixed generator of Z,(1)).
Note that this Bs is not theB of Fontaine.

B,,, is defined as the ring BS[p-, -] with the induced topology, filtration,
Frobenius and the Galois action.

Let Wro(R)= Ko (R)W(k)W(R). The ring BR is the completion of Wro(R) with
respect to Wro(R)-adic topology. Ifwe give W(R) product topology and Wro tensor
topology, then BR equipped with projective limit topology (where Wro/(Wro(R))"
has quotient topology) becomes a topological K-algebra. It has a natural filtration
defined by the closures of the powers of the ideal Wro(R) tWro(R) and a continu-
ous Galois action. The ring Bd is defined as the fraction field of Bf with induced
structures. The map

D(W(R)) Wro(R B
can be extended to a continuous injective map from Bi+, to B, which preserves
filtration and Galois action.

[11] and [3-1 show the existence of the exact sequences of Galois modules

where A(x) (x, x) and O(x, y) (x (x), x y), and

+0 -, p-cZ,(r) --, F B,i Bi+ -, 0, forr > 0.

Here c c(r) =o r/(p 1)p, and so for 0 < r < p 1 we get c c(r) 0 and

//r + 1-p-r
0--, Z(r)--, e B,,s B+,,=--, O.

For a finite-dimensional continuous Q[Gr]-module V, set

D..(V) := V (R) .,.)., D.(V) := (v (R) B,.),.
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Dcr(V) is a K0-vector space with a Frobenius induced from that on Boris, DaR(V)
is a K-vector space with a filtration induced from that on BaR and always
Dc(V)(R)Ko K c---DaR(V). If dimxo(Dc(V))=dimoV (resp. dimx(DaR(V))=
dimo V), then V is called crystalline (resp. de Rham). Crystalline implies de Rham.
Now assume (_gx W(k). For the integral theory we will need the following

abelian categories:

(1) ’bo(60)an object is given by a p-torsion (.0r-module M and a family of
p-torsion K-modules FiM together with Ox-linear maps
FM -, M and a-semilinear maps t" FiM --, M satisfying certain compatibil-
ity conditions (see [10]);

(2) .////’((.0x)--the full subcategory of /o(x) with objects finite 60x-modules
M such that FM 0 for i>> 0, the maps Fi(M)-, M are injective, and
Im i= M;

(3) ’ta,b]((gx)--the full subcategory of objects M of/’((gx) such that FaM
M and Fb/IM O.

Consider the category //ta,](K) with b a < p 2. There exists a functor (exact
and fully faithful) from t’t,,((gx) to finite Zv-Galois representations. Its essen-
tial image is called the category of crystalline representations of weight between a
and b. An exact quasi-inverse Dc,,,,(T) together with an injection Dcr,a,b(T
(T (R) B+is{a}(a))oK is defined as inj lim{M (T (R) B+,is{a}(a))K}, where T (R) B+ris

+belongs to ./[/[big((.QK) with the filtration induced from that on Bri, and b
id (R) (qb/pi). The limit is over all pairs consisting of M M/,b](60) and a
[big((gK)-map M (T (R) B+ris{a}(a))6K, the morphisms being the obvious ones.
Here (a), {a} are the Tate-twist and the ’-twist respectively. As an (gK-mOdule,
T (R)z, (-OK is (noncanonically) isomorphic to D,a,b(T).
A finitely generated Zp-Galois representation T is called a crystalline of weight

between a and b if every T/pT is crystalline of weight between a and b. The exact
functor D,,b(T)= proj lim D,,a.b(T/prT) defines an equivalence of categories
between finitely generated Zp-crystalline representations of weight between a and
b and finitely generated (gK-modules M equipped with a decreasing filtration and
a-semilinear maps i: FiM __, M such that every M/p’M is in //[,b]((K). It
preserves ranks. If T is a finitely generated crystalline representation of weight
between a and b, then T (R) Qp is a rational crystalline representation, and the map

+o: Bii{a} (a) --, Bcri induced by fl yields a canonical isomorphism

Dcr,a,b(T ( K D,,(T (R) Qp)

respecting filtrations and Frobenius.
Let Rcpc (resp. RePcr, a,b) denote the categories of rational (resp. integral of weight

between a and b) crystalline representations. The category Repc, is closed under
taking tensor products and duals. In the integral case, if T Rcp,,,b for b a
p 2, and U RePot,c, d for d c < p 2, and b + d a c < p 2, then T
U . RePcr, a+c,b+d. Moreover if T Repc,,a,b, b a < p 2, is a torsion representa-
tion, then the representation T* Hom(T, Q/Z) belongs to Rep,,_b,_.
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The above definitions are independent of a, b in the following sense: for Repcr, a,,b,

such that a < a’ < b’ < b, there is a natural equivalence of functors

: Dcr, a’,b’--* Dcr, a,/,llep ,,b

given by "multiplication" by ’-a (R) (-’ /. In what follows, thus we will often omit
the subscripts if this does not cause confusion.

3. Multiplication on cones. We will often use the following construction of
multiplication on cones, which we have modeled after that in [2].

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R be a commutative ring. For i= 1, 2, 3, let A;, C be
complexes of R-modules, and fi, 9i: A[ C maps of complexes of R-modules. Assume
that, for every R, there are given maps u: A’ (R) A’2 A’a and w" C’ (R) C’2 - C’3,
such that

(i) u)’s are maps of complexes;
(ii) w’s commute with fi’s and 9i’s;
(iii) all w’s are homotopic;
(iv) the homotopies in (iii) can be chosen to commute with fi’s and 9i’s.

Set

D; := Cone(A; C;) 1-- 13

and define, for every R, the maps

u): D’x (R) D’2 D’3

as follows" represent the cochains i D; by the pairs (a, ci) and set

’1 k..)a’2 (ax w,, a2, cx w w,(a2) + (- 1)Oegatw-a(ax) Oa C2),

where, for fl R, wt(ai) flf(ai) + (1 fl)gi(ai). Then

(i) : D’ (R) D’2 D’3 is a map of complexes;
(ii) u, commutes with the projections D] A;, 1, 2, 3;
(iii) w, is canonical, i.e., if there is given another set of data A;, C;, f, (ti, (C) as

above and maps A; A’, C; ; commuting with the products w,, (C), then the
induced maps on cones D; --, ; commute with the products , (C) defined above;

(iv) all w,’s are homotopic;
(v) if gi O, 1, 2, 3, then there are compatible pairings
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where the maps of complexes (C)o, (C)t are induced from the maps uo, wt" D’t (R)
D’2 D’3 via the projection D’ A’t. Explicitly, for ai A;, c C;,

a t0 (a2, c2) (a to a2, (-- 1)deg atfl (al) to c2),

(a2, c2)(C)t at (a2 t at, c2 t f(at)).

Proof. The properties (ii), (iii), and (v) are straightforward. Set t := f-
Henceforth, we will omit the subscripts off, g, and if that does not cause confusion.
To prove (i) we need to show that, for any two cochains y D], Y2 D,

(1)

Since d(ai, c) (dai, -t(a) dci), we have

d(Tt % 72)

(d(at %a2), -t(at %a2) d[ct % w(a2) + (- 1)degalwt-(at) %C2]),

and

dTt L) ])2 "+" (-- 1)deg Yt kJa d72 (dat k)aa2 + (-- 1)degaat kd da2,

(--t(at) dct) % w(a2) (-- 1)dega’wt-(dat)

k3atC2 (-- 1)degcl w(da2) +

(-- t(a2) dc2)).

The equality (1) follows now from the properties (i) and (ii) of the original %’s.
To prove (iv), fix , fl R, : ft. The homotopy

h" D" (R) D"2 k -o Dka

between % and wa is given by

h(7t (R) 2) (ha(at (R) a2),

hc((- 1)degclwt-tj(at) (R) 2 el () wt(a2))

._ (__ 1)deg ct( fl)Cl lOat 2)’

where hA, hc are the homotopies on A’, C" respectively satisfying the property (iv).
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We claim that ])t w, ])2 Yl k..) ])2 (hd + dh)(])t (R) ])2)" Indeed, we have

])1 k.) ])2 ])1 k-) ])2 "--(a a2 --a w#a2,

Cx W w(a2) cx wt wa(a2) + (-- 1)degalwx-a(al)

w, c2 (-- 1)dega’w-a(ax) wa c2)

(a w, a2 a wa a2,

Cl w, wa(a2) cx wt wa(a2)

+ (--1)dega[wx-o(al)t-)aC2 Wl-a(ax)wac2] + (a fl)cx

w, t(a2) (-- 1)d’al(o fl)t(ax)w, c2)

((had + dha)(ax (R) a2),

and

(hcd + dhc)[(cx (R) wa(a2) + (- 1)dg"’wx_t(ax)) (R) c2]

d- (t fl)C L) t(a2) (-- 1)dCgal( fl)t(ax) w c2)

(hd + dh)(]) (R) ])2) h(d])x (R) ])2) + (-- 1)deg th(]) () d])2) -F dh(])l (R) ])2)

((had + dha)(ax (R) a2),

hc[(- 1)aega’wx-a(dax) (R) 2 "4" (t(a) + dCl) (R) wt(a2)]

--(--1)dega(0 )(t(al) + dc)k.)2

+ hc[wx_tj(ax) (R) (t(a2) + dc2) + (- 1)degCcx (R) wa(da2)]

+ (0 fl)c (t(ae) + dc2)- t(ha(a (R) az)

+ dhc[ 1)dega’wx_a(a () C2 + Cl () w#(a2)]

(-- 1)legc(0 fl)d(c c2)).

All terms of ]) k..)a])2 --])1 k’)])2 can be found easily among the terms of
(hd + dh)(])l (R) ])2), the remaining of which give the sum

hc(t(ax) (R) wa(a2)) + hc(w_a(ax) (R) t(a2)) t(ha(ax (R) a2))

hc(f(ax) (R) f(az)) f(ha(ax (R) a2)) hc(9(ax) (R) 9(az)) + 9(ha(a (R) ae)),

which is zero as desired due to the compatibility of the homotopies ha and hc. 121
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4. Extensions in the category of local crystalline representations. Let now K
Ko. Consider the category RePc,,a,b for a < 0, b > 0, b- a < p- 2. For T
RePcr,a,b, set

Br a,b := FDc(T) 1-o Dc,(T), H’f,a,b(GK, T)"= H*(B’r,,b).

This defines a cohomological functor, which was shown by i-3, 4.4] to be isomorphic
to the Yoneda-Ext-groups Ext*(Z,, T) in the category Repc,a,b.
We now study its relation with Galois cohomology. By the definition of the

functor D,,(.), we have the commutative diagram of Galois modules

FODc,(T) 1- Dc,(T)

T(R) o + 1(R)(1-b)F B,s{a}(a T (R) B+,s{a}(a)

T (R) FI-"Bs(a) T(R) +

Thus, if we set

F B,,(a) T (R) +E. , := T(R) -) + l(R)(1-pa$)

we get an injective map Br,a, "-* E,,. The complex E’T,a, b is a resolution of the
representation T (cf. the exact sequences from Section 2).

Recall that B’r,,,,, H,,,,b(Gr, T), and Er,,b do not really depend on the a and b
chosen (restricted to the usual conditions). In what follows thus, we can and often
will omit the subscripts a, b in n’T,a,b, n,a,b(GK, T), and E’T,a, b if that does not cause
confusion.

For a profinite group G and a topological G-module M, let C(G, M) denote the
group of the ith continuous cochains with values in M" continuous maps from G /1

to M. The complex C’(G, M) gives the so-called standard resolution of M, which
we will use to compute the continuous Galois cohomology of M. For a complex
M" of topological G-modules, C’(G, M’) will denote the simple complex of the
double complex formed from the standard resolutions of the members of M’.

Returning to crystalline representations, set

$’ C’(GK, T), A’r C’(Gr, E’r).

We claim that the complex Ar is an acyclic resolution of T. Indeed Er resolves T,
and we can easily find a continuous section (just a map of topological spaces) of the
map

+ 1-p-rqJ
F B, B+,, r > O,
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write every element b Bs as a unique convergent sum

n=0 m=0

where X.,I e R, {6m, rn N} is the natural choice of bases of the free R-module

W/(p)!,

and for every n, all. but a finite number of Xn, m’S vanish and arbitrarily lift the
elements [X]6m, for x e R, m N.

Consider now the canonical maps

The map f being a quasi isomorphism, we get a map (in the derived category)
l: B. --, S inducing the canonical map

l: HT,a,b(GK, T) H*(GK, T)

from crystalline to unrestricted extensions.
We will now treat products.

PROPOSITION 4.1. If T Repc,,a,b, S Repc,,c,a, then there exists a canonical
product

Mp+q +d(GK, T (R) S)H,a,b(GK, T) (R) H},c,a(GK, S) "- aaf, a+c, b

which is anticommutative and associative.

Proof. In fact, we will prove that, for every Zp, there exist canonical map-
pings

" E, (R) E,c, " E’T(R)S, aB’r,a, b @ B c,d B@s,a +c,b +d, ,b d +c,b +d,

such that

(i) % commutes with the map B’--. E’;
(ii) % is a map of complexes;
(iii) o, 1 are associative;
(iv) all %’s are homotopic;
(v) % anticommutes with wl_,, i.e., %’ (- 1)dcg ?’dcg ),’t k..)l_at .

Write

Bris(a)) [ 1]F B:m(a T (R) +Er Cone(T (R) (-a) + x(R)P-
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If we define products on the complexes T (R) F(-a)Bis(a) and T (R) Bis(a) (concen-
trated in degree 0) via tensor products followed by multiplication in Bs, Proposi-
tion 3.1 gives us, for every e Zp, a map w,: E’T (R) E’s --" E’T(R)S satisfying (ii) and (iv).
Explicitly,

xy ifx e E., y Es

((1 a)p"(x) + ax)y

x(p(y) / (1 )y)

ifx ET, y E
ifx E, y E

0 otherwise.

Define u): B’T (R) B’s --* B’T(R)S via the injections B, E,, Y T, S, T (R) S. This can
be done because the multiplication map

T (R) Bi(a) (R) S (R) Bi,(c5) --. T (R) S (R) Bi(a + c)

is in ’big((gr) for finite T and S and so induces a map

Dc,(T) (R) D,(S)--, D,(T (R) S).

It is easy to see that so-defined u)’s also have properties (ii) and (iv).
Points (i), (iii), and (v) are straightforward.

The map H(Gr, T) H*(Gr, T) commutes with cup products. To see this, note
that, for any Zp, the maps f and g commute with the following products: the
standard product on S, u) on Er and w on A. The last one is the product induced
from u), on E and the standard product. It is a map of complexes and u)o, u are
associative.

For good duality statements we will need cohomology with support on the closed
point x of Spec((gr). For T e Repcr, a,b define

xB’T,a,b := Cone(n’T,a, b - Ar)[ 1], xn},a,b(GK, T):= H*(xB’r,a,b).

Again, we will omit the subscripts a, b wherever it is possible. From the definition
of xBr,a,b we get the long exact sequence

Hi_I(GK, T) x f,---+ H a,b(GK T)--, H}(GK, T) Hi(GK, T)

from which it follows that xH}(GK, T) 0, for : 2, 3, and

xH}(Gx, T) H(G, T)/H}(Gx, T), H}(GK, T) H2(GK, T).
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PROPOSITION 4.2.
products

For T Repot, a, b and S Repc,,c,a, there exist canonical

r..rt+1 +d(GK, T (R) S)H,a,b(GK, T) (R) ,H,c,d(Gx, S) ,,,,y,+c,b

~" Hq c,a(GK, S) t H’ r4p+qk.) f, f,a,b(GK, T) x,,f,a+c,b+d(GK, T (R) S).

u anticommutes with (C) and both products commute with projections intoH(Gx, ").

Proof. In the context of Proposition 3.1, take A[ B,,, C Ay, f t, [7 0,
where Yx T, Y2 S, Ya T (R) S. The maps (C)o, (C)x defined there give us the maps
of complexes

(C)’B ( Br xB(R)T

respectively commuting with the projections ,B’ B’.
We claim that there exists a transposition operator : xBr xB. which is

homotopic to the identity and such that, for any two cochains y B, y’ B,

w’ (- 1)deg r.deg r’-(, (C) ).

To see it, recall that the canonical equivariant transposition operator z on standard
resolutions (if f Ck(G, T), then (zf)(9o, [Tk) (-- 1)(1/2)k(k+l)f([Tk, [70)) is
homotopic to the identity via a canonical equivariant homotopy h’. Thus, if is
the transposition operator on Br given by the action of z on the second coordinate,
7- is also homotopic to the identity (via the homotopy equal to 0 on the first
coordinate and -h’ on the second). Finally, since for standard cochains y, ’, z
satisfies zy w zy’ (- 1)dcg ,’deg ,’Z(t I3 )) and Wo anticommutes with w on the
complexes B’, we get the required formula. 12

Everything works in an analogous way for rational crystalline representations.
The Yoneda-Ext-groups are computed by the complex

/;,: D,(V) FDa(V) & D,(V) Dab(V);

cf. [3, 3]. The complex

;,. v(R) B,,, V(R) B2L-* V(R) B.,, V(R) B

gives us a resolution of V and the complex A. C’(Gr, E;,)man acyclic resolution
of V. To see this last fact, note that the surjectivity of the map
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follows from the existence of a continuous section of the surjection

k>0,

which, in turn, follows from the fact that the surjections

(x, y) x y,

--cris ndris

admit continuous sections (cf. [3, 1.18] and the beginning of this section respec-
tively). Finally, we set

HT(GK, V):= H*(/,), ,H(Gx,, V):= H*(Cone(, - ,")[- 1]).

Product structures are given by a family of mappings

havin.g properties (i)-(v) from Proposition 4.1. More explicitly, writing e E;,,

’ e E, as (x, w), ’ (y, z), we have

(xy, wx)

([(1 a)b(x) + ax]y, [(1 a)w + ax]z)

(x[b(y) + (1 )y’l, w[z + (1 )y-I)

ifdeg 7 deg V’ 0

ifdeg 0, deg ’ 1

ifdeg 7 1, deg 7’ 0

0 otherwise.

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let T Rep,....b. Then

(1) H.a.b(Gr, T) proj lim H...b(Gr, T/p’T);
(2) there exists a canonical isomorphism

rl: H.a.(Gr,, T) (R) Q H(Gr., T (R) Qn)

which commutes with the products and the maps into the Galois cohomology.
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Proof. Set To, T (R) Q,. Since T/p’T is finite, the first assertion is straightfor-
ward. To prove the second consider the commutative diagram

where #(v) v a, A(I)) (13 ( 1, v 1), r/o(V @ x) (v @ o(x), v (R) og(x)),
and r/l(v (R) x)= (v (R) o(x), 0). The maps r/o, r/1 induce a map of complexes r/"

B’T,a,b ’T%. Tensoring with Q yields a commutative diagram

from which it is clear, since Dc,(To,) DaR(To,), that r/ gives the required
isomorphism. The remaining assertions are easy to verify. E!

The same statements are true for the cohomology with support on the closed
point x.

5. Extensions in the category of global crystalline representations. Let K be a
number field absolutely unramified above p, S a finite set of primes containing all
primes above p and , G Gal(K/K), and Gs Gal(Ks/K), where Ks is the
maximal subfield of K unramified outside of S. For every prime v of K, let Ko be
the completion of K at v and Do Gal(Ko/Ko). Fix also an embedding K _.
This induces a map Do G --. Gs which determines the restriction reso" H(Gs, V)
H(Do, V). Let RePc,,S,a, be the category of finitely generated Z,[Gs-l-modules
which are crystalline of weight between a and b at every rip, for a 0, b > 0,
b-a<p-2.
We will define certain cohomological functors on the category RePc,,S,a,b. For

T RePcr, s,,,,b, set

D’T,S,a,, "= Cone (S’rs olt,B’r,o- ol,A,,)[-1],
H,,,,b(Gs, T):= H*(D’r,s,o,),

where

Br,o, Er,o, and A,o are the complexes B, Er, and A for
S’r C’(Gs, T) with the standard cup product;
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S’T,o C’(Do, T) with the standard cup product;
the maps r, are

sDv (f (olpA’rD,,r S’rs res vlp r,v

We will often write D. and H(Gs, T), for short, n,a,b(Gs, .) is a cohomological
functor such that

H(Ds, T)= Ts, H)(Gs, T)= Extepo.,s,o,b(Zv, T),

Hy(Gs, T)- Hi(Gs, T), for > 4.

Let R {rip), S’ Sy,. R. Set

H(Gs/s,, T):= Hi(Cone(S’rs r olpAP,[,) [ 1]).

Then, writing D’T,S,a, b in three different ways

D’T,S,a, b Cone(S.s olpB’r,oZZ olpA’r,)[ 1])

Cone(S.6s

_
@olpCone(B, AT,o))[_l].Ov

Cone(@olvB, _7g Cone(SrS . @olvA,,)) [_ 1],

we get three long exact sequences

(2) --* H(Gs, T)--, n’(Gs, T) ) olpH’(Do, T),olpHy(Do, T)res--

--+ H’-I(Gs, T) olpoHf(Do, T) H:r(Gs, T)--+ Hi(Gs, T),

-1 -t
"+ ]olpHf (Do, T) - H}(Gs, T)H(Gs/s,, T)--+ (olpHf(Do, T)

Here, the map oHm(Do, T) ---} H(Gs, T) is induced by multiplication by 1 on

THEOREM 5.1.
product

If T Repc.,s,,b, U Repc,,s,,d, then there exists a canonical

r-tp+q +d(Gs, T (R) U)H,a,b(Gs, T)(R) H,,d(Gs, U) -,

which is anticommutative and associative. It commutes with the projections into
H*(Gs, T)and H(Do, T), rip.
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Proof. The product w is defined by the family of canonical mappings

wa: D’r,s,a, (R) D’v,s,c,d D’r(R)t,s,a+c,+d

for every e Z,, constructed below. Associativity, anticommutativity, and commu-
tation with projections follow.

Define wa as follows: represent ]), ])’ D, D’v as

]) (at, vl,br, o, olpcr, o) ar S, br, Br,v, cr,

and set

])’= (au, olpbu, o, olpCu, o) av S’v, bu, B’v,o, cv, o A’v,o,

(vlp{(-- 1)deg arE(1 a)gtr + ar,o’l a Ct,o + Cr,

where is ro or to and wa is wa on B,o or on A,o or the standard product on S
depending on the context. We claim that the maps wa’s have the following
properties:

(i) a’s are maps of complexes;
(ii) o, wl are associative;
(iii) all w,’s are homotopic;
(iv) there exists a transposition operator Y" D --, D which is homotopic to the

identity and such that, for any two coehains , y’,

Indeed, let a, fl Zp, a 4: fl, and fix rip. Recall that Proposition 4.1 supplies us with
commuting homotopies hBr and her (for complexes B, and E respectively) between
the maps wa and wa. Define the homotopy

Av,,, AT(R)U,hA. (a’r,. (R) -
between wa and a as follows: if ]) Ca(Gs, Er,o), ])’ Ce(Gs, Ev, o), then

])’)(do,..., da+e) (- 1)be+(a+e)hEr(])(do, da) ( ])’(d, d,,+e)).

That hat is a homotopy follows from the fact that her is one. It commutes with the
homotopy her and the trivial homotopy on S. All homotopies are Galois
equivariant. Now the pairings w,’s on Sr, B,o and A,o satisfy the assumptions of
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Proposition 3.1. The maps % on D defined above are equal to the ones described
in this proposition. Consequently, they have properties (i) and (iii).
To prove (iv), set - equal to the action of the canonical equivariant transposition

operator for standard resolutions (cf. the proof of Proposition 4.2) on the first and
the third coordinates of D.. is homotopic to the identity via the homotopy equal
to h’ (again, see the proofof Proposition 4.2) on the first coordinate, 0 on the second,
and -h’ on the third. Finally, since for standard cochains , ’, z satisfies y w ’(- 1)og r’o ’z(’ w ),) and % anticommutes with wt_ on the complexes B.,o we get
the required formula.

Assertion (ii) is straightforward. El

For K any number field and V any rational crystalline representation, we can
define the groups H(Gs, V) in a similar way. Having the definition of the local
products, the definition of the global rational product is a formal analogue of the
integral one.

Remark 1. The groups H(Gs, V) are equal to the groups H,sp(,)(K, V)
defined by Bloch and Kato [3, 5.1].

Again, we will need cohomology with compact support. For T Rep,,,s,,, define

,D’r,s,,, := Cone(S’rs @ l,B’r, "+r-t l,A’r,; @ s,S’r,,) [-1],

!H,,(Gs, T):= H*(!D’r,s,o,).

Here (r + res t)(s, b) (r(s), res(s) t(b)) for s S’r6s and b ol,Br,. We will
often write D’r, H(Gs, T), for short. From the definition of H,,o(Gs, ") we get
the long exact sequence

os’H-(Do, T)- !H(Gs, T) H(Gs, T) os,H’(Do, T)

Set

S’DH*(Gs, T) n*(Cone(S’ras r s,,. r.,,[- 1],

/L*(6s/, T)"=/-/*(Cone(S)s N s,Sr,))[- 1].

Then writing !D’T,S,a, b in three different ways

Cone(Cone(S.’ os,Sr, o) [ 1] - ol,Cone(B, AT, o)) [_1].oo

=Cone(,B),Cone(S)’+l,A);@s,S),))[-1],
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we get three long exact sequences-- D -’,(3) tH(Gs, T) H’(Gs, T) DvlpHf(Dv, T) +rcs-t oss,.H o, T)

H-(Gs/, T) ,oHi(Oo, T) H}(Gs, T) H(Gs/, T)

Morovr for 3 H;(G T) ,(G T).

Remark 2. Th followin rmark gives som insight into th abov long xaCt
squns. Class fild theory yields th isomorphism l II.2.9]

(G T) H,(U
whre U Sp(6)-S and is th tal sheaf assoCiated to Usin that
and l? II.l.1] w find th isomorphisms

;(G T) ,(Spo()

n(Gs/s,, T) = H,(Spec() S’, k),

H(Gs/, T) H,(Spec()- {vl), ,),

where j: U Spec(), k" U Spec()- 8’, 1: U Spec()-

THEOREM 5.2. For T Rep.s., and U Rep,s.,a, there exist canonical
products

u+ +a(Gs, T U)..(Gs, T) J..a(Gs, U) .,
+ +a(Gs, T U),HJ..(Gs, U) H..(Gs, T)..

anticommutes with O, and they both commute with the projections into H*(Gs, T)
and H(D, T), rip. Moreover, the diagrams

HJ(D, U) Hom(Uy(D, r), H+’(D, T U))

}(s, U) ., om(M(s, r), Mf+(s, r g)), for

,H}+X(Gs, T) Hom(H(Gs, U), ,H*+(Gs, T @ U))

H(D, T) Hom(H(D, r), H’+(D, r U)), for v S’

commute (the second one only up to multiplicaton by (- 1)).
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Proof. We construct the products w and (C) in a way analogous to the local
setting (Proposition 4.2). The commutativity of the diagrams easily follows. 121

The above cohomology groups (with or without compact support) are indepen-
dent of the range of the weight chosen: for two different choices, the natural
transformation defined in Section 2 gives a 6-isomorphism of the corresponding
cohomological functors which is easily seen to preserve product structures.
The definitions are similiar in the rational case. An analogue of Proposition 4.3

holds for both functions H(Gs, ") and !H(Gs, ").

6. Dualities. We keep the notation from the previous sections. In addition, if V
is a rational Galois representation, then set V Hom(V, Q(1)), and if T is a finite
Galois representation, then set T Hom(T, Q/Z(1)). Returning to the local set-
ting we quote from [3i the following statement.

PROPOSITION 6.1. If V is a rational crystalline representation, then H)(Gr, V) is
the exact annihilator of H)(GK, V) in the perfect pairing

H(Gr, V) x H(Gr, V)- H2(Gr, Q(1))_7, Q,.

Similarly, we have the following statement.

PROPOSITION 6.2. Let a < --1, b > 0, b a < (p 2)/2. Then, for any finite
Galois representation Tfrom RePc,o,b, H),-b-x,-o- (GK, T) is the exact annihilator
of H),o,b(GK, T) in the perfect pairing

HI(Gr, T) H(Gx, T) H2(Gx, g*) Q/Z.

Proof. The commutative diagram

n)(;, 7") )(6, 7")

lxl

H(Gr, T) x H(Gr, T)

H](Gr, T(R)T )=0

H2(GK, r (R) T)

shows that H)(GK, T) and H)(GK, TD) annihilate each other. It remains to compare
their Z-lengths. Let M D,(T). Then M* { 1 } - D,(T), where M* denotes the
’--dual [4]. Moreover, lg(FM)+ lg(FM*{ 1})= lg(M), and therefore by
local Tate duality

lg(H)(Gr, T))+ lg(H)(Gr, T))= lg(M)- Ig(FM)+ lg(H(G, T))

+ lg(M* { 1 }) lg(FM* { 1 })

+ lg(H,(Gr, T))
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lg(M)+ lg(M*{-1))-lg(FM)

lg(FM* { 1 }) + lg(H(Gr, T))

+ lg(H2(Gr, T))

lg(M* {- 1) [K" Qp] lg(T) + lg(Hl(Gr, T))

lg(Hl(Gr, T)),

as desired. E!

COROLLARY 6.1. Assume p > 2.
(a) Let a <- 1, b > 0, b- a < p- 2. Then, for every n, there exists an

isomorphism xH},a, b Gr
(b) Let a < 1, b > 0, b a < (p 2)/2. Then, for any Galois representation T

from Repcr,,,b annihilated by p", the cup product gives a perfect pairing

3-i (Gr,, T) -’* Ha (GK, lap.)H a,b(Gr T) x nf,_b 1,-a-1f, f,a-b-l,b-a-

Proof. Define the trace as the composition

lap.) H2(Gr, lap.)i Z/pn"

We easily find the commutative diagram

H}(Gr, T)

Hi-(G, T)

Hom(H-i(Gr, T), xH}(Gr, T (R) TO))

t’l* T
Hom(H3-i(Gr, TO), H2(GK, T (R) To)).

It shows that, for 3, when 6 and are isomorphisms, assertion (b) follows from
local Tate duality, and for i= 2, when H}(Gr, T)V--nx(Gr, T)/Hr(Gr, T), it
follows from the previous theorem. For : 2, 3, assertion (b) is trivial. E!

COROLLARY 6.2. Assume p > 2.
(a) There exists an isomorphism
(b) For any rational crystalline representation V, the cup product 9ires a perfect

pairin9

xH}(Gr, V) x H-i(Gr, V) -+ H(G, Qp(1))- Qp.

We turn now to the global setting. The next two propositions will establish the
existence of traces.
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PROPOSITION 6.3. Assume p > 2. Let a < 1, b > 0, b a < p 2. For every n,
there exist isomorphisms

H3 (Gs, r) - Z/P,
Proof. We have found earlier the isomorphism rp: H3(Gs, #p.) - !H}(Gs, #.)

and the exact sequence

H2(Gs, #,.) res os,.H2(Do #.) H3 (Gs #.)--, O.

On the other hand, global Tate duality yields the exact sequence

H2(Gs, ,) res} ])vs,,H2(Dv #t,’) inv Z/pn -- O.

This gives us one of the required isomorphisms J: H3(Gs, #.) Zip. Define the
other one as the composition tH}(Gs, #.) _S H3 (Gs, #.) ZipS. m
We find easily that the maps

,H(Gs,H(D, o)- H3(Gs, #n.),

commute with the trace

H3(Dv, #n.(,))
_

H3(Do,/gn.(’o) _.7} Zipf f

and the above defined traces.

Remark 3. Both local and global traces are compatible with the change of the
range of the weight.

In the rational case we have similarly the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 6.4. Assumin# p > 2, there exist isomorphisms

H3(Gs, Qn(1)) - Qn, ,H(Gs, Qn(1))- Qn,

compatible with the local traces.

Combining local and global standard products, we get two anticommuting
"6 C;=o S"canonical products (apply Proposition 3.1 with A St, s,. r,,, f

res, 0, where Y V, Y2 W, Y3 V (R) W, together with the argument from
the proof of Proposition 4.2)

" H’(Gs, V) (R) Hc(Gs, W) H+k(Gs, V (R) W),

k" H(Gs, W)(R) Hi(Gs, V)--, H+k(Gs, W (R) V).
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It is a question of unwinding the definitions to check that these products are
compatible with the local and global crystalline cup products, i.e., that the diagrams

,H(Gs, V) c
Hom(H}(Gs. W), ,H+q(Gs, V (R) W))

H(Gs, V) Hom(H(Gs, W), H+’(Gs, V (R) W)),

n:+(Gs, V) Hom(H-X(Gs, W), H+(Gs, V (R) W))

Hf(D., V) Hom(.H}(D.. W), .H+q(D., V (R) W))

commute (the latter one only up to multiplication by (- 1)+).
We will need the following version of global Tate duality.

LEMMA 6.1. If p > 2, S {riP, VIoZ} and T is a finite Gs-representation annihi-
lated by p", then the pairing

H’(Gs, T) x H3-’(Gs, T) 2., H3(Gs, T (R) T) H3(Gs, #,.)- Zip"

is perfect.

Proof. Because of the relation of the above groups with 6tale cohomology
groups, we could try to compare the 6tale cup product with the Galois one and
evoke Artin-Verdier duality, but we prefer to use the following Galois-theoretical
argument (all details can be found in [ 17, 11.3.1]):

the product gives us the map of cohomological functors

y’(T): H’(Gs, T) H{-’(Gs, TO)*;

for all r < 0 and all T, both H’(Gs, T) and Ha-’(Gs, T) vanish, and thus ?r(T)
is an isomorphism;
?(T) is an isomorphism for all T;
assuming ro > 1, we see that if ?r(T) is an isomorphism for all r < ro and all
T, then ?’(T)is injective;
if ?o(T) is injective, then it is, in fact an isomorphism by finiteness of all the
groups involved and by the global Tate duality sequence [17, 1.4.10];
by repeating the above, we get that y’(T) is an isomorphism for all r.

Using the finiteness of the groups involved and the compatibility of integral and
rational traces, we get the following statement.
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LEMMA 6.2. If p > 2, S {rip, V[} and T is a finite-dimensional continuous

Qv[Gs]-module, then the pairing

H’(Gs, T) x Ha -’(Gs, T) -- Ha (Gs, T (R) T) - Ha (Gs, Qv(1)) - Qv

is perfect.

THEOREM 6.1. Let a < 1, b > 0, b a < (p 2)/2. Then for any Galois repre-
sentation Tfrom Rep,s,., b annihilated by p, the cup product gives a perfect pairing

,n)(os, T) x n}-’(Gs, T) ,H}(Gs, #v’) " ZIP"
Proof. Using the long exact sequences 2 and 3, we get the following diagram

with exact rows.

[Hif(Gs, T) olpHy(Do, T)H(Gs, T)

H3-’(Gs, TO)* n-i(Gs, TO)* vlpvn-i(ov, T)* ,.

The maps are defined via cup products and traces. Compatibilities of products and
traces listed before yields that all squares either commute or antieommute. Now
local duality (Corollary 6.1 and global Tate duality (Lemma 6.1) give that the maps

,Hj,(Gs, T)--+ H-’(Gs, TO)*

are isomorphisms as desired. El

Again, similarly we have the following result.

THEOREM 6.2. Let p > 2. Then for any rational crystalline representation V, the
cup product oives a perfect pairin

,Hj,(Gs, V)(R) H:-’(Gs, V) --+ H(Gs, Q(1)) z,

For a torsion-flee integral crystalline representation T, denote by H.(Gs, Tav)
the group inj lira HT(Gs, T/p"). We will use similar notation for Meal eohomology
groups and cohomology with compact support. Set T := Horn(T, Zv(1)). Define

D(T) Im(M}(Gs, Tdiv) H)(G, Tdiv)

ker(H).(Gs, T,o) os,H(Do, T,o)).

COROLLARY 6.3. If T Rep.,s,., is a torsion-free integral crystalline representa-
tion such that a < 1, b > O, b a < (p 2)/2 and (T (R) Qv) (T (R) Qv) 0
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for all v S’, then there is a canonical pairing

D(T) x D(T) Qp/Zp

annihilating exactly the divisible subgroups.

Proof. Since, by assumption, Hi(Dr, T (R) Q,) HI(Dv, T (R) Q,) 0 for all
v S’, we have the commutative diagram (see Theorem 5.2)

0 D(TD)/D(TD)dio

0 W(T)*

u)(o, r,.o)
H}(Gs, T) (R) Q,/Z,

,I-I](Gs, r)(p)* s,I-I(, r)(p)*,

where

W(T) coker((os,H’(Do, T)(p) !H}(Gs, T)(p))

H(D T)(p))- ker(H}(Gs, T)(p) vs’

yielding an isomorphism D(T)/D(T)dio- W(T)*. Moreover, the commutative
diagram

0 D(T)/D(T)d,o

0 W(T)

demonstrates that there is an isomorphism D(T)/D(T)ao - W(T). ra

Under the assumptions of the corollary, the group D(T)/D(T)ao is isomorphic
to the Shafarevich group of T, III(T), defined in [3]. The above gives thus a
nondegenerate pairing of finite groups

III(T) x III(T) Qv/Zp.

We hope that it agrees with the pairing defined in [5].

Remark 4. The definitions of the groups H (local and global) and the cup
products make sense for all Galois representations (unramified outside of S in the
global case). However, one does not get, in general, cohomological functors.
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In particular, if the rational Galois representations considered are de Rham, then
the local groups H}(Gr, ") are the same as that defined by Bloch and Kato [3, 3.8.4],
and the global groups H}(Gs, ")correspond to their H.t..spects,)(K, .)(see [3, 5.1]).
Moreover, the local and global dualities still holdwuse the above proofs. (Note
that the local one was already proved in I-3, 3.8].)

7. Euler Characteristics. Consider now only finite or rational crystalline repre-
sentations. Then since we assumed S to be finite, all involved cohomology groups
are finite or finite-dimensional. The Euler characteristic is defined as the alternating
sum of corresponding lengths or dimensions. In the local situation we have the
obvious formulas

Z,,.(K, V)
Ig(FD*’(V)) -Ig(D,,.(V))
(-dimo,,(Da(V)/FDa(V))

if V is finite
if V is rational;

lg(FD**(V)).Z,(K, V)= (dimo(FODa(V))
if V is finite
if V is rational.

Thus, if we take V finite with b a < (p 2)/2, or V rational and p odd, we get

Z,,(K, V)+ ,Z,,(K, V) O.

In the global setting, if T is finite, we get

Z,(Gs, T)= lg(T0) + Z,(K, T),
vloo

To see this use the exact sequence

H}(Gs, T) H’(Gs, T) @ I,Hy(D; T) I,H’(D, T)

to derive

Zc,(Gs, T)= Z(Gs, T) + (Z,,(Ko, T)- z.(Ko, T))

(lg(T’) (v)lg(T)) + [Kv: Q,] lg(T) + ;,.(K, T),
vloo vl, vl,

where e(v) or 2 depending on whether v is real or complex. If V is rational, we
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get similarly

7.,(Gs, V)= Z dimo(Vo) + Z,(K, V),
vloo

If we now take V finite with b- a < (p- 2)/2, or V rational and p odd, we find
(by direct computations or by the duality results of the previous section) that

)(.c,(Gs, V)+ )G,(Gs, V) O.

8. Finite flat group schemes. Assume that p is odd. Representations coming
from the generic fiber of finite fiat commutative p-group schemes over a ring of Witt
vectors (or an open set of integers in a number field absolutely unramified above p)
are crystalline (respectively crystalline at p and unramified outside of p).
We will construct a di-isomorphism between our functors applied to these repre-

sentations and fiat cohomology of the corresponding group schemes. When p > 5,
this isomorphism will turn out to be compatible with the duality theorems for crystal-
line representations proved earlier and flat duality theorems for the corresponding
group schemes.

For any scheme X, let x denote the category of finite commutative fiat group
schemes over X annihilated by a power ofp and (x(p")nthe subcategory of groups
annihilated by p". IfX Spec(A), we will also write ada. Let Xt and X:t denote the
(small) 6tale respectively the (big) flat site of X. We set H*(X, .) := H*(X:, ").

For computing flat cohomology we will use the canonical flasque (Godement)
resolutions. For all the schemes and the maps of schemes involved, we choose in a
compatible and functorial manner (small) conservative families of points of the
associated flat topoi [ 13, XVII]. This assures the functoriality of Godement resolu-
tions; i.e., if for a complex " of flat sheaves on X, G’(Xyt, ’) denotes the simple
complex associated to the Godement double complex of ’, then for any map of
schemes f: Y X. we have a canonical map f*: f*G’(X:, ") G’(Yy, f*gY’)
commuting with the identity on f*’" and behaving well with respect to composi-
tions of maps of schemes.

Like in the classical case [12-1, here too, Godement resolutions can be used to
define products: at first, one uses the explicit description of the category of points
above a given one (for any map in a flat site) to find a representation of Godement
cochains by functions mapping sequences ofpoints of certain fiat opens to the stalks
of the given sheaf at these points; then one proceeds to define a canonical map of
complexes

G’(X,, ..) (R) G’(Xf,, ) - G’(X,, . (R) )
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formally following the definition given in [12]. This map induces the flat cup
product on cohomology. There is also a version with supports. Moreover, iff: Y X
is a map of schemes, the canonical map f* commutes with the product w. For a
scheme X, we set R’(X, ") ’= F(X, G’(X., -’)). (In the case X Spec(A), we will
also write R’(A, .’).)

Let Wbe the ring ofWitt vectors with coefficients in a finite field k ofcharacteristic
p, K its fraction field, and GK GaI(K/K). Then the category (9, is abelian, and the
functor L sending a group N to the Galois representation Nr,(K) defines an equiva-
lence of categories between (w and Repc,,-1,o; cf. [101. Moreover, for the object
Dc,(Nr(g)) of’t-1.o(W) associated to Nr(g), we have the natural isomorphisms

F-1 Dr(Nr()) D(N,), the Dieudonn6 module of the reduction of N’ (the
Cartier dual of N) to the special fiber;
FD,(Nr()) corn/w, the W-module of invariant differentials on Nt.

THEOREM 8.1. There are isomorphisms of 6.functors

H*(Spec(W), .) H.-,o(Gr, L(’)),

_
H* ,o(Gx, L(’))H*(Spec(W), ") ,_

which make the diagram with exact rows

., ,H*.r,_,o(G, L(N)) H,_,o(G, L(N)) H*(G, L(N))

H*(Spec(W), N) ,, H*(Spec(W), N) /-/*(Spec(K),, N)

commute, where o is the canonical map. In particular, the isomorphism ax commutes
with the trace maps

Proof.

H3(Spec(W),/z,.) Zipn, H3 ,o(Gr, (...)) Zip"X f,-1 pn

Fix n and N (gw(p). Then H(Spec(W), N) N(W), and

H(Gx, Nx()) H(Gr, NK()) NK(K) - N(W).

Both functors H*(Spec(W), N) and H,-t,o(Gr, Nr(K)) are erasable since they are
nontrivial only in degree (for H*(Spec(W), N)see [17, III.1.1]), where both groups
nl(Spec(W), N) and H)r(Gr, Nr(,,)) are isomorphic to the group Extt(Z/p, N)
in the category fw. This allows us to define the isomorphism a as the unique di-
homomorphism

HT,_,o(GK, NK(K)) H*(Spec(W), N)

inducing in degree 0 the natural isomorphism NK(K) - N(W).
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For the other statements of the theorem we need to define this isomorphism in
the derived category. Set j: Spec(K) Spec(W) and let a’kK( denote the complex
of flat sheaves associated to the Galois complex AvK(). Let the maps

b, b
b: R’(W, N) R’(K, N) R’(K,

be the canonical ones. Since vK( is an acyclic resolution of Nr on Spec(K)
and ANKt’K

_
F(Spec(K), ;vK(), al and b2 are quasi isomorphisms. Define the

complexes

Cv := Cone(R’(W, N) B’K( R’(K, vKtK))) [-- 1],

LEMMA 8.1. F’ defines a 6-functor, and the projections

p: Fk R’(W, N),

define isomorphisms of 5-functors.
Proof. Using the quasi isomorphism b2, we construct the long exact sequence

H’(C’s) H’(Spec(W), N) H(Gr, Nr(,)) ’ -"", Hi(Spec(K), N) --,.

In degree 0, b is the natural map N(W) Nr(K) and b] .a is equal to the identity;
in degree we have

0 H(C’) H(Spec(W), N) H)(GK, NK()) b’-bt’a’"’ H(Spec(K), N).

Now b and b].a are injective and have the same image (equal to principal
homogeneous spaces coming from Spec(W)). So the projections p and q are
isomorphis,ms. Since Hi(W, N) is right exact, this yields that Fk defines a 6-functor.

The thus-obtained b-isomorphism H(Gr,, Nr(,)) H*(Spec(W), N) is given in
degree 0 by the inverse of the map N(W) Nr(K) and, thus, is equal to the
isomorphism defined at the beginning of the proof.
We turn now to the cohomology of the complex Cone(BvKt -g .6KAK(g)) [- 1]. In

diagram (4) all squares but the third one commute. The third one commutes up to
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canonical homotopy h: F R’(K, .s/,,<-g))’-1, h(x, y, z) -z. Indeed,

(hd + dh)(x, y, z) h(dx, dy, a(y) b(x) dz) dz

-a(y) + b(x) + dz dz

b(x)- a(y)

(b.p a’q)(x, y, z).

This homotopy commutativity is sufficient for the induced canonical maps of
cones of the horizontal maps to give for short exact sequences of group schemes
maps between corresponding distinguished triangles. Lemma 8.1 gives that all the
constructed maps between cones are quasi isomorphisms. Thus, since the natural
map

F,(Spee(W), G’(Spec(W)yt, N)) Cone(R’(W, N) R’(K,j*N))[- 1],

(4)

blR’(W, N) R’(K, N)

is a quasi isomorphism, we have obtained the needed 6-isomorphism

ax" xH*f.-1, o(GK, Nx(K)) H*(Spee(W), N).
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The existence of the diagram from the statement of the theorem now follows
readily from the definition of and 0x, and the fact that the right vertical composi-
tion in diagram (4) induces o.

Finally, since the trace map Hx3(Spec(W), #p,) Z/p" is defined [17, III.1, II.1-1
as the composition

HS(Spec(W), #,.) H2(Spec(K), #,.) H2(Gr, #,(.))
and 09 commutes with zx, we get the compatibility of z, with traces. 121

Remark 5. Let a, b be integers, a < 1, b > 0, b a < p 2. The above theo-
rem remains valid (and can be proved in the same way) for the cohomology groups
with weight between a and b. Moreover, the isomorphisms , z, for various choices
of the range of the weight are compatible.

THEOREM 8.2. Assume p > 5. Let N, M, P belong to (gw and N x M P be a
pairing of associated flat sheaves on Spec(W). Let Nx(K) x Mr(K) Pr(K) be the
induced pairing of Gr-representations. Then the diagram

H+ ,o(Gr Pr(.,))H (Gr, Mr(,)) :.-2H’:,-x,o(Gr, Nx(K)) (R) :,-,o

H(Spec(W), N)(R)/-/(Spec(W), M) /-/+J(Spec(W), P)

commutes. The same holds for cohomology without support.

Proof. We will follow step by step the construction of the isomorphisms , ,,
(diagram (4)). We will show (in a lengthy but straightforward computation), that,
due to Proposition 3.1, complexes appearing at particular steps can be equipped
with compatible products. We do not need here the full strength of Proposition 3.1
but only the existence of the map ofcomplexes Wo and the induced map (C)o (denoted
below simply by w), which would follow from the compatibility of the partial maps
w with the maps f, 1, 2, 3. Recall that

al (a2, c2)= (al a2, (--1)degatf(a)C2).

Set X Nr(K), Y Mr(K), Z Pr(K).
(a) Take

w" B, (R) Cone(Bi, -S A,(,,) E 13 Cone(B L A:") E 1]

equal to w defined in the proof of Proposition 4.2.
(b) To define

w" B, (R) Cone(B, --% R’(K, at;)) [- 1] Cone(B -% R’(K, M’k)) [- 1],
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induce at first, from the Galois product A (R) A], --, A, the product j (R) a’;. It commutes with the pairing n*," (R) *- n,e, where : Spec(K),--,
Spee(K),, and for a Gx-discrete module W, denotes the associated &ale sheaf.
Set equal to (C)o from Proposition 3.1. It commutes with the product in (a).

(e) To define a map ofcomplexes w" Cv (R) C - C,, use the Godement products
and the products defined in (b). To be able to evoke Proposition 3.1, we need only
to know that the maps R’(W, N) R’(K, z]) commute with products. But since b
is equal to the composition

R’(W, N)-. R’(K, Nx) R’(K, rc*Nr) -o R’(K, rc*) R’(K, zCr),

where j" Spec(W) Spec (K), this follows from the fact that the maps j*N -o Nr,
n*Nr Nr, and Nx commute with the pairings. Induce the map

w" cocycles(Fk) (R) cocycles(F) - cocycles(F,)

in the obvious way. This map passes to cohomology groups. Define now a map
(only on cocycle (R) cocycle)

a.q
w" F, (R) Cone(F----o R’(K, ;))[ 1] Cone(F;, ---.. R’(K, a}))[-1]

by as w (au, bu) (as w au, (- 1)de*a’a’q(av) w bM). We claim that as w (aM, bM)
is a coeycle. Indeed,

d(an aM, (-- 1)’eg’a’q(aI)

(d(alv u) aM), -a" q(alv w aM) (- 1)aeg"’d[a’q(alv) u) bu])

(d(av w aM), -a’q(av) w a’q(aM) a’q(av) w dbM)

=0

because da dam -dbM a’q(aM) 0 by assumption. This map commutes
with the product from (b).

(d) The compatibilities listed above are now sufficient to define the product

" R’(W, N) (R) Cone(R’(W, M) R’(K, 1)) [- 1]

Cone(R’(W, P) R’(K, ’})) [- 1].

On cocycle (R) cocycle, it commutes with the map constructed in (c) modulo a
coboundary. To see this, note that since H,(Spec(W), M) 0 unless 2, 3, it is
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enough to consider elements of the form as (R) (0, bM). We have then

as (0, bta) p(aN) (0, b) (0, (- 1)de’aN(a" q(aN) b" p(aN)) b)

(0, (-- 1)degaN+l(hd + dh)(aN) bM)

(- 1)d’ ad(0, h(aN) w bu)

since dan dbu O.
(e) It is now easy to construct compatible products

R’(W, N) (R) Cone(R’(W, M) b R’(K, Mr))[- 1]
bl

-o Cone(R’(W, P) -o R’(K, Pc)) [- 1],

R’(W, N) (R) Cone(R’(W, M) --. R’(K,j*M))[- 1]- Cone(R’(W, P) -o R’(K,j*P))[- 1],

compatible with the product from (d) and the Godement product

R’(W, N)(R) Fx(Spec(W), G’(Spec(W)y,, M)) -o Fx(Spec(W), G’(Spec(W)y,, P)).

Since H2(Spec(W), P) 0, the last assertion of the theorem is straightforward. 121

We find the following well-known [17, 111.1.3] result.

COROLLARY 8.1. Assume p > 5. For any N e

ni(Spec(W), N) x n3-’(Spec(W), N

is a perfect pairint. 121

Let K be a number field absolutely unramified above p and (.0r its ring of integers.
Let S be any finite set of primes of K containing all primes above p and o,
S’ Syz, {rip}, U Spec((gr) Sy,, and X Spec((.0c) S’. Then the category
fx is abelian and, by the functor L" G -. G(K), equivalent to Repc,,s,-1. o; cf. 11, 1.5].
Let G Gal(K/K) and Gs Gal(Ks/K), where Ks is the maximal extension of K
unramified outside of S. For every prime v, let
its ring of integers, and Do Gal(Ko/Ko). Fix also an embedding K Ko. This
induces the maps Do -o G --. Gs.

For rip, we have the commutative diagram

Spec(Ko) . Spec(0o)

U X,

in which the left triangle makes sense and commutes for all v e S.
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Let H*(Y, .), for Y an open subscheme of the spectrum of the ring of integers in
a number field, denote the flat cohomology groups with compact support from [17,
III.0]. Recall that, for a fiat sheaf - on Y, H*(Y, o) is defined as the cohomology
of the complex

Cone(R’(Y, -) --. o,R’(Spec(Ko), ko*)) [- 1],

where I is the set of finite primes of K not corresponding to a point of Y.

Remark 6. One can also define the groups H*(Y, ) using instead of the field
Ko, the fraction field of the henselization of (9K at v (as in [ 17, III.0]). In the case of
finite fiat group schemes, these definitions yield isomorphic cohomology theories.

THEOREM 8.3. There are isomorphisms of 6-functors

H*(X, ") H,_,,o(Gs, L(’)), H*(X, ") ,H,_x,o(Gs, L(’)),

which make the diagrams with exact rows

,H}(Gs, N(,)) H}(Gs, N(I))

H(X,N) H’(X,N)

os,H’(Do, N(K))

os,H(Spec(Ko), N)

"" o,,oH}(Do, N(,)) ,, Hy(Gs, N()) H’(Gs, N(,))

oi,H(Spec((9)o, N) H’(X, N) H’(U, N) ,,
H(Gs, N(K)) ,H}(Gs, N(.)) o.,,H.(Do, N(K))

H(U, N) H(X, N) , )olt,H’(Spec((9)o, N)

commute. Here o, 0)2 are the canonical maps, and 0)2,c is defined so as to make the
diagram with exact rows

, H(Gs, N()) H(Gs, N(.)) os,,.H (Do, N(K))

H(U, N) H’(U, N) oss,.H’(Spec(Ko), N)
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commute. In particular, the isomorphism c commutes with the trace maps

Z/p

Proof.
complex

Recall that, for crystalline representation T, tH(Gs, T) is defined by the

,D. Cone (Ss ( vl,B r+res-t, vlph.Dv s.Dv)
where S. C’(Gs, T), S’r.z_= C’(Do, T), and A.o C’(Do, E’r.o).

Let N f#x and T N(K). We will now construct a quasi isomorphism between
the complex D, and the complex

,C’(X, N):= Cone(R’(U, u’N) @vlpR’((.9o, n*N) 9os,,.R’(Ko, k*N)) [- 1].

First, note that the Do-equivariant isomorphisms N()& Nr() induce an
isomorphism of tD with the complex

r+res-t s.Dv)Cone Ss ,,ipBo vi,A’TDo 0 IvS’ T, [--1],

where To NK.(Ko), A’ro C’(Do, E’rv), S’ro C’(Do, T). Next, introduce the fol-
lowing notation. Let 6el,, ,, 6e denote the complexes of fiat sheaves associated
to the Galois complexes S.,, A., S respectively. We have thus

r(u, sei),.v_ F(Spec(Ko),) S’o, r(Spec(K),)- A’Tv
and since Nv is 6tale, 5e: resolves Nv on U and 5e:., and s’, resolve Nrv on
Spec(Kv). These resolutions are aeyclic (since they are such already for Galois
cohomology and we work over fields of characteristic 0 or open sets of integers in
number fields). For every rip, consider the maps

’ A" R’(Koao: B’ro r

by, by,2

and the complexes C, Fko introduced in the proof ofTheorem 8.1. Recall (Lemma
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8.1) that Fko defines a di-functor and the projections

(5)

p,,: F2. R’(6o,,, N),
r+res--t

/res’-a

+res’--a. q

+res’-b

f -bl

q,," Fkv B’rv,

i
s

R’(K,o, dalr,) R’(K,,, Yiv)

R’(K, r,,) R’(K,,,

R’(K, N) R’(Ko, N)

define isomorphisms of di-functors. Set also

so" R’(v, ) --- R’(K, .)--, R’(K.,

rest," R U St’i) R K p 5 R K 5eio

for rip;

f" R’(U, N) R’(Ko, N), for v6 S,

where the map p*6e 6eo is induced by the Dv-equivariant restriction map resv:
s--, so.
Our quasi isomorphism can now be constructed from diagram (5), in which all

squares but the third one commute. The third one commutes up to canonical
homotopy (see the proof of Theorem 8.1). Here the prime ga lies above p, and the
prime v S does not.
As for the groups H(Gs, N(K)), set in the above construction S’ to obtain

a quasi isomorphism between the complex

D Cone(S’rs v.,B’r.-L ol,A’r.,) [-1]
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computing H(Gs, N(K)) and the complex

C’(X, N):= Cone (R’(U, u’N)( vlpR’(60v, rc* N) vI,R’(Ko, k*N))[-1].
To finish, consider the canonical maps

O: R’(X, N) --, C’(X, N),

0," Cone(R’(X, N) --. os,R’(Ko, ko*N)) [- 1] C’(X, N).

We claim that they are quasi isomorphisms. Indeed, note first that it is enough to
prove this fact for modified complexes C’(X, N), C’(X, N), in which, for every
v Ss., the ring (.9 and the field Kv are replaced by the henselization (9oh of 60K at v
and its field offractions K. The maps 0 and 0 have to be modified correspondingly.
Next, extend the above definitions of the cones and the maps to any fiat sheaf
on X. Finally, note that higher cohomology groups of C’(X, :) vanish for injectives,
and since

H(X, )

ker(HO(U, u,) @ ol,HO(Spec((9), rr,) o,,l,n (Spec(K,,), k*)

0 induces an isomorphism on cohomology groups in degree 0. That 0 is a quasi
isomorphism is now clear.
The construction of di-isomorphisms , and c is thus complete.
The existence of the diagrams in the statement of the theorem follows easily from

the fact that the maps ol, o2, o2.c can be induced by the vertical compositions in
diagram (5).

It remains to compare the traces. Recall that the trace map H3(X,
[17, 111.3, 11.3] is defined via the maps

where the first arrow is a surjection. Thus since z, commutes with o92,,, which, in
turn, commutes with o91, the commutativity of traces follows.

Remark 7. Let a, b be integers, a < 1, b > 0, b a < p 2. Again, the above
theorem is valid for the cohomology groups with weight between a and b. The
isomorphisms ct, cz, for different choices of the range of the weight are compatible.
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THEOREM 8.4. Assume p > 5. Let N, M, P belong to (x and N x M - P be a
pairing of associated fiat sheaves over X. Let N(K) x M(K) - P(K) be the induced
pairing of Gs-representations. Then the diagram

H},_1, o(Gs, N()) !Hy,3-i_, o(Gs, M(g,))

Hi(X, N) (R) H3 -i(X, M)

,H,_2,o(Gs, P())

H}(X, P)

commutes.

Proof. The method is the same as in the proof of Theorem 8.2: we will follow
step by step the construction of the isomorphisms , c (diagram (5)). Denote by
C(N) the cones (shifted by 1) of the ith horizontal map (counted from the top)
in diagram (5). Let C(N) be its version without support (obtained by setting S’
in C(N)). Let X N(K), Y M(K), and Z P(K) and assume for notational
simplicity that there is only one prime go above p and at most one prime v e S’.

(a) Take w" D, (R) D], -o D) equal to w defined in Theorem 5.2.
(b) To define the product w" C] (N) (R) !C (M) -o !C] (P) as (C)o from Proposition

3.1, it suffices that for every v e Ssi the maps S,v -o S.v, T X, Y, Z, commute
with the standard products. This follows from the commutativity of the maps
G(K) Grv(Kv), G N, M, P, v S.in, with pairings. Proposition 3.1 also gives us
then compatibility of this product with the one defined in (a).

(c) In order to construct the product w" C’2(N) (R) !C’2(M) -o !C’2(P) induce from
Galois products the products

The last two commute with the pairings

respectively. Here f: Uyz-o U,, fo: Spec(Ko)yt-o Spec(Ko)t, and -, are 6tale
sheaves corresponding to the Gs-module T and Drjmodule To, T X, Y, Z,
respectively. Moreover, we find easily that the maps ff’:,, , and
T X, Y, Z, commute with the constructed products. Now Proposition 3.1 gives
us the desired map ofcomplexes w as well as its compatibility with the product in (b).

(d) Define the map (only on cocycle (R) cocycle) : C(N) (R) !C(M) -o !C(P) as

(as, bv, cv) w (au, bu, cu, dt)

(as at, bN w bM, cN w t + (-- 1)’lets w cu, (-- 1)degS W du),
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where bN w bM was defined (and is a cocycle) in Theorem 8.2. This map commutes
with the product from (c). We claim that (aN, bN, cN) w (aM, bM, cM, dM) is a cocycle.
Indeed,

d((av, bN, cN) (aM, bM, cM, dM))

(d(aN aM), d(bN

a" q(bN bM) s(aN aM) d(cN gM) (-- 1)deg aNd(N w CM),

res’(aN aM) (-- 1)deg aNd(N w dM)).

But from the cocycle condition, we have

res’(aN w aM) + (-- 1)deg asd(tN dM) iN tM + IN ddM 0

and

a. q(bN bM) s(aN aM) d(cN gM) (-- 1)d*g ad(N w

(N dcN) fM gtN (gtM + dcM)

(e) Due to the compatibilities listed in (c) and in the proof of Theorem 8.2, we
can use Proposition 3.1 to find a map of complexes w: C’,,(N) (R) !C’(M) C’(P).
In the degrees we are interested in, where we can assume bN 0 or bM 0, it
commutes with the map from (d) modulo a coboundary: we find

(aN, bN, cN) L)a(aM, bM, cM, dM) (aN, P(bN), hbN + cN)

(aM, P(bM), hbM + cM, dM)

(0, O, cN a’q(bM) + (-- 1)deg aN,lN k.3 CM (hbN +

b’p(bM) (- 1)dCg"tN (hbM + cM), 0),

where h is the homotopy between b.p and a.q defined in the proof of Theorem 8.1.
It remains to show that CN a" q(bM) (hbN + cN) w b" p(bM) (- 1)dNfiN hbM
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is a coboundary. It is clear for bu 0; if bN 0, it is equal to

--cN w dhbt + (- 1)degaNdcs hbx (- 1)deaNd(cs hbt),

as desired.
(f) The product w" C’(N) (R) !C’5(M) !C’(P) can be defined by Proposition 3.1

since the maps

R’((9, N) - R’(K, N), R’(U, N) R’(K, N), v Sy,n,

commute with products. The product w commutes with the product from (e): to
apply Proposition 3.1 we need only to show that the maps N 6e; and Nrv
v e Siin, commute with products. But since the map N 6e; is equal to the composi-
tion

where Xt Nu(K), its commutativity with products follows from the fact that the
map N 5fu commutes with products. The map Nrv 6e;,v can be dealt with in a
fashion similar to the map Nro . in the proof of Theorem 8.2 (point (c)).

(g) The fact that the maps "* *j r ko* and p*u* k*o commute with the pairing
N x M P allows us to use Proposition 3.1 to construct a product w" C’6(N)(R)
C’6(M) tC’6(P) compatible with the one defined in (f).

(h) Using the Godement products, we construct by Proposition 3.1 the product

" R’(X, N) (R) Cone(R’(X, M) --, os,R’(Kv, ko*M)) [- 1]

--* Cone(R’(X, P) - os,R’(Ko, k*P)) [- 1]

compatible with the product from (g). It is easy to see that it gives us the flat product
w: Hi(X, N) (R) H(X, M) n+(X, P) from [17, 111.0.4]. El

Again, we obtain the following well-known result [17, 111.3.3].

COROLLARY 8.2. Assume p > 5. Let N (qx(P"). Then

Hi(X, N) x H3c-i(X, N) H3c (X, lap,,).2 Zip

is a nondegenerate pairing. E!

9. Examples. To get acquainted with our cohomology groups, we will try to
evaluate them for Tate twists. For twists bigger than 1, they turn out to be
isomorphic to Galois cohomology groups. Assume throughout that p is odd.
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9.1. Local cohomology of Qv(n). We quote the following computations from [3].

Da(Qt,(n)) K ( n),

Z,’(K, Q,(n)) IO_[K Q,]
ifn<0
ifn >0.

Thus

0

dimo, H}(Gr, Q(n))= 1

[K" Q]

if n<0

ifn =0

ifn >0,

H(Gr, Q,(n))- H’(Gr, Qt,(n)) for n 4: 1.

Moreover, H)r(Gx, Qp) Homco,t(Gx, Qp) corresponds to unramified homomor-
phisms, H:c(Gr, Q(1)) proj lim (9/((.9)" (R)z Q, and ,,H(Gr,, Q(1))Q.

9.2. Global cohomology of Q(n).
places of K respectively. Then since

Let rl, r2 be the number of real and complex

Zc,(Gs, Q,(n))= dim,(Q,(n)) + ;(,,(Ko, Q,(n)),
vloo

where Ko is the completion of K at v and Do Gal(Ko/Ko),

rx +r2

r2
7.,,(Gs, Q(n))=

r2

r r2

if n even < 0

ifn odd < 0

ifn even > 0

ifn odd > 0.

Let S’= S:. {rip}, V-- Spec(d0s, ), U Spec(%,.), X Spec((9r), andj: U
X. Table lists the dimensions of the cohomology groups of Q,(n). To get the
dimensions of H}(Gs, Q(n)), we have used the following simple lemma:

LEMMA 9.1. Assume p > 2.
(i) If S’ and V is a crystalline representation (integral or rational), then

H}(Gs, v)= o.
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TABLE

n<O

n=O

n=l

n>l

H(Gs, Q,(n)) H)(Gs, Qt,(n))

r +r2-- + #S’

H(Gs, Q,(n))

r if n odd
rl + r2 if n even

rl + r2 if n odd
if n even

r + r

#S’-I

0

lifS’=
OifS’

(ii) If S’ and V is a torsion or rational crystalline representation, then

H}(Gs, V) - H(Gs, VD)*

Proof. It comes immediately from the exact sequence

H2(Gs, V) @vlt,H2(D, V) --+ H(Gs, V) 0,

global Tate duality, and 117, 1.4.16]. 121

As for the rest, recall that any extension of Q, by Qp(n), n 4: 1, in the category of
Gs-representations is in fact unramified at every v S’ [15, 3.5]. Therefore the
groups H(Gs, Qp(n)), n - 1, do not depend on S. For n > 1, local computations
yield the isomorphisms

H(Gs, Q,(n)) H’(Gs, Q(n)) H,(U, Q,(n)).

If we now assume that S’= , then the Euler characteristic and the vanishing of
H2(Gs, Q(n)) [18] give the values in the table. For n < 0, we assume S’ and
evoke the duality.

It remains to compute H(Gs, Qp) and H(Gs, Q(1)). The exact sequence

0-, H:c(Gs, Q,(1)) HX(Gs, Q,(1)) rdg 9ol,Qp -* 0

yields the isomorphism

H)(Gs, Q(1)) J- (9;, (R)

By local computations H)(Gs, Q) Homco.,(Gal(g/K), Qp) is the group of (every-
where) unramified homomorphisms and, thus, trivial. H}(Gs, Q) is independent
of S, and for S’ duality gives the isomorphism H}(Gs, Qp) H)(Gs, Q(1))*.
If S’= , H}(Gs, Q,(1)) vanishes by duality; otherwise, since !H}(Gs, Q,(1)) -
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H(Gs, Q,)* 0 and !H}(Gs, Qp(1)) Q,, from the definition of compact support
cohomology, we get the short exact sequence

0--, H}(Gs, Q(1))- 3os,H2(Do, Q,(1)) invv Q, O.

Combined with the exact sequence [,17, 11.2.1]

(6) inVv0 Ht(V, Gm) @v rBr(Kv) Q/Z --, 0,

where T S {rip} and Kvis the completion ofK at v, it yields the isomorphism

H}(Gs, Q(1)) _z, V(Br(COs,))

where V,(Br((gs,)) is the p-Tate module of the Brauer group of (gs,.

9.3. Local cohomology of Z/pk(n). Assume that K is unramified and Inl -< p 2.
We have

D,,(Z/pk(n)) V/pk { n}

From the exact sequence

0 H(Gr, Z/pk(n)) F(V/pk { n})
_,o,, V/pk Hf(Gr, Z/pk(n)) 0

and the fact that, if n < 0, then ql p-"tr, where tr is the Frobenius on V, we derive
that

Zcr(K, Z/pk(n)) (O_[K. Q,] k
ifn<0
ifn >0,

0
H(Gx, ZipS(n))

Z/p
ifn#O
ifn O,

0

H}(Gr, ZipS(n)) ZIp

V/p

ifn<O

ifn 0

ifn >0.

Moreover, H}(Gr, Z/pk) Homco.,(Gr, Z/pk) corresponds to unramified homo-
morphisms, H)(Gx,, z/pk(1)) H)t(Gr, #,) and

Hf(Gr, Z/pk(n)) Hi(Gr, Z/pk(n)), forn> 1.
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9.4. Global cohomology of Z/pk(n). Assume that the number field K is absolutely
unramified above p and Inl < p 2. Since

we have

Z,,(Gs, ZIPS(n)) Ig(Z/Pi(n)) + Z,(Ko, ZipS(n)),
vloo rip

7.cr(Gs, Z/pk(n))

"(rl + r2)k ifneven < 0

r2 k if n odd < 0

-r2k ifneven > 0

--(rl + r2)k ifn odd > 0.

Table 2 shows what we know about the cohomology groups of Z/pk(n). Here, the
vanishing of H(Gs, Z/pk(n)), n :# 1, follows from local computations. Lemma 9.1
gives the groups H}(Gs, Z/pk(n)). The free parts of H(Gs, Z/pk(n)) are given by the
rational case.
To compute H(Gs, #pk) recall that H(Gs, Ipk) H(V, #). The Kummer ex-

act sequence on V yields the exact sequences

0 ’-’s’/’-’s’*/* H),( g)H),( Gin) 0,

0 Pic(V)/pk H,(V,),H,( Gin) 0.

They are split since the exact sequence (6) shows that

H,(V, Gin)= 0 ifS’=
(Z/p) s,- ifS’ # .
TABLE 2

n<0

n=0

n=l

n>l

Z/p

H)(Gs, Z/pk(n))

(Z/pk)’l +,2 if n odd
(Z/pk)’2 if n even

H}(Gs, Z/pk(n))

(Z/pk)"2 if n odd
(Z/pk), +,2 if n even

As/P

(Z/f’) ,s’-
Pic(V)/p

H}(Gs, Z/pk(n))

0ifS’ # 5
Zip if S’
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Next note that multiplication by pk on Zp(n) yields the split exact sequence

0 Hr(Gs, Z,(n))/pk Hr(Gs, Z/pk(n)) ,H}(Gs, Z,(n)) --. O.

(There is no torsion in H)(Gs, Zp(n)) because it would have to come from the
cokernel of H(Gs, Q,(n)) H(Gs,/p(n))) which is clearly trivial for n= 0, and
for n 4:0 we have H(Gs, l,(n)) H(Dv, #(n)) 0 (rip) by local computa-
tions.) Thus, if we set A] H(Gs, Zp(n))(p), for n < 0, Bs H}(Gs, Z)(p) and
C] H}(Gs, Z(n))(p), for n > 1, and note that H}(Gs, Z,(n))/pk - H}(Gs, Z/pk(n)),
for n # 1, we get the groups in Table 2.
About the groups A], B., and C], we can say the following. From the exact

sequences (2) and (3) (Section 5) we derive that

H(Gs, Z/pk(n)) H*(Gs, Z/pk(n)) H(U, Z/pk(n)), forn> 1,

!H(Gs, Z/pk(n)) H*(Gs, Z/pk(n)) - H(X,j!Z/pk(n)), forn < O.

Also, since H(Gs, ZIpk) - H(V, Z/pk),

,Bs H)(Gs, Z/pk) Homo.,(Gal(/K), Z/pk)

corresponds to homomorphisms unramified outside ofS’. If S’ for k big enough
we find

Bs H}(Gs, ZIpk) H(X, Zipk) H}t(X, Z/pk(1))* - Pic(X)(p)*

by flat duality, and if -n < p 3

As H)(Gs, Z/pk(n)) ,H)(Gs, Z/pk(n)) - H(X,j,Z/pk(n))

- H2(U, Z/pk(--n + 1))* (C"+x)*

by Artin-Verdier duality.
To finish, we would like to point out the following. In the totally real case, the

main conjecture of Iwasawa theory as proved in [20] gives us that, for n odd and
negative,

# H2(U, Z(-n + 1))
# H(U, Z,(-n 1))’

where I" I is the p-primary part of a rational number. Thus, by computations done
earlier,

Ix(n)l # H}(Gs, Z,(n)) for -n <p- 3.
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9.5. Relation to K-theory.
the isomorphism

Ifn > 1, bythe work of Borel and Soul6 [19] we have

g2n_k((.gK)( Qp Hk (Spec ((.gr I]), Qp(n)), when k 1, 2.

If we now identify the right side with H(Gs, Q,(n)), where S {rip" },, and use
the fact that both sides do not depend on S, we find the isomorphism

K2_(d0s,) (R) Q, - H}(Gs, for any S and k 1, 2.

In particular,

H}(Gs, Q,(n)) 0 for any S.

In the integral case, still assuming n > 1, there exist, by Soul6 [ 18, IV.l, IV.3.3-1, the
surjections

K2_2(d0s,; ZIpk) H}(Gs, Z/pk(n)), (dOs,; Z/p) H}(Gs, Zip(n)),

and, for K totally real and n even, the surjection

K2,_2((.gs,) (R) Zp H}(Gs, Z(n)) C.

Earlier, we found the isomorphisms

Kx((.gs, (R) Z, H)(Gs, Z,(1)), K,((gs,) (R) Q, -:, H}(Gs, Qp(1)).

Also the exact sequence

0 --, K ((gs,)/pk K((gs,; Z/pk) t,Ko((.gs,) 0

yields the isomorphism

K(gs,; Z/pk) - H}(Gs, Z/pR(1)).

Assuming S’ , we also find the isomorphism

(Ko((gK) (R) Z)(p) -- H(Gs, Z,(1))

and the exact sequence

0 Zipk - Ko((.0K; Zip) H}(Gs, z/pR(1)) -’* 0.
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